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Taboo:
Time and Belief in Exotica 

We wanted to blast the world free of history.

We were eating breakfast in the house on Paper Street, and Tyler said, picture
yourself planting radishes and seed potatoes on the fifteenth green of a
forgotten golf course. 

You’ll hunt elk through the damp canyon forests around the ruins of
Rockefeller Center, and dig clams next to the skeleton of the Space Needle
leaning at a forty-five-degree angle. We’ll paint the skyscrapers with huge totem
faces and goblin tikis, and every evening what’s left of mankind will retreat
to empty zoos and lock itself in cages as protection against bears and big cats
and wolves that pace and watch us from outside the cage bars at night. . . .

“Imagine,” Tyler said, “stalking elk past department store windows and
stinking racks of beautiful rotting dresses and tuxedos on hangers; you’ll
wear leather clothes that will last you the rest of your life, and you’ll climb
the wrist-thick kudzu vines that wrap the Sears Tower. Jack and the
beanstalk, you’ll climb up through the dripping forest canopy and the air
will be so clean you’ll see tiny figures pounding corn and laying strips of
venison to dry in the empty car pool lane of an abandoned superhighway
stretching eight-lanes-wide and August-hot for a thousand miles.1

The Fifties

“We are primitives of an unknown culture”: this is the statement
of an aestheticized self, a self remade in the imagination of other times and
cultures. It was the slogan of those who followed Nanao Sakaki, Japan’s orig-
inal countercultural guru, and, as Gary Snyder wrote, Sakaki’s aesthetic of
self “goes both forward and backward in time,” seeking a residue of the
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primitive in a present cluttered with our machines.2 To be a primitive of an
unknown culture is a wish of the twentieth century, even of modernity. The
wish finds its echoes in Sakaki’s poetry, in Igor Stravinsky’s Sacre du Printemps,
in the Futurist manifesto declaration “we are primitives of a new sensibility,”
and in the American midcentury, where dark primitive motifs stand out
against the “waxy blue-white” of the “shining Cold War iceberg.”3 It is a seven-
word summation of a mood that belongs to exotica, a kind of music popular
in the 1950s and obscure since, even as its characteristic aesthetic operation—
creating an imaginary ground that offers the listener fantasies of escape and
recovery—survived, perhaps surprisingly, into the counterculture of the
1960s. Counterculture and cold war kinds of exotica are united by a desire to
locate the primitive outside of prosaic reality, to set him loose from the de-
mands of ethnographic literalism, and to reimagine the self in his image.

Exotica, narrowly considered, is a kind of pictorial music, broadly repre-
sentational though not necessarily narrative. It sounds like movie music with-
out the movie, using familiar items of a filmic musical vocabulary to depict
imaginary places, paradisiacal or at least laden with desire. With his 1951 al-
bum Ritual of the Savage (Le Sacre du Sauvage), Les Baxter cemented this vo-
cabulary out of film music, Latin pop, jazz, and the compositions of Maurice
Ravel, Igor Stravinsky, and Claude Debussy.4 Its characteristics include penta-
tonic and modal scales, particularly the “Spanish” phrygian, with its flattened
seventh and second scale degrees; a stratified texture of ostinatos; planing
string chords undergirded with Latin percussion; and passages in parallel
fourths and fifths. 

“The Ritual,” the last track from Ritual of the Savage, offers these musical
signs in short order. It begins and ends with a sweeping, rather “Hollywood”
string line layered over quasi-African percussion. These outer sections part
like curtains to reveal, in their midst, the album’s final, most taboo destina-
tion: the ritual itself, the “rhythms and musical sounds of the secret and high
orders of native tribes.” This middle section depicts its tribal ritual in two
progressively faster passages of drumming and chanting, unaccompanied by
the otherwise ubiquitous Western orchestra. Primitive marvels are revealed,
flanked by a proscenium of civilized exoticism. The final section of “The
Ritual” (ex. 1) brings us back, concluding the album with a final statement
of its recurrent main theme in planing chords, end-punctuated with a mod-
erne exclamation point. (Baxter’s use of recurrent unifying motifs in the style
of post-Lisztian orchestral art music—not least Sacre du Sauvage’s obvious
model, Stravinsky’s Sacre du Printemps—is one of the ways he signals his pop-
modernist ambitions.) 

“The Ritual” does not give us ethnographic authenticity, clearly, but
rather performs a rhetoric of authenticity. The middle section’s interlocking
percussion ostinatos and “native” chants were crafted by West-Coast studio
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veterans: Baxter later acknowledged that, in recording his exotica albums,
“I don’t think I got any farther than Glendale.”5

Exotica is most readily grasped in terms of those aspects of composi-
tional style it shares with its antecedents. But exotica manipulates performa-
tive codes as well as compositional ones; not all of its signs are easily notated.
The solo female voice emerges from exotica landscapes, heavy with connota-
tion. The wordlessness of exotica vocalise itself is the sign of a passion be-
yond words. In “Chant of the Moon,” the first track of Robert Drasnin’s
exotica suite Voodoo! Salli Terri massages her ahs and ohs with stylized porta-
menti. With their approach tones ahead of the beat and overshadowing the
late-arriving main tones, they are performative signs of languor. On Voodoo!
and Baxter and Yma Sumac’s Voice of the Xtabay, the placement of voice high
and distant in the recording’s sonic space suggests a sensuality that calls to
the listener from across disjunctures of space and time—for example in
“Xtabay (Lure of the Unknown Love),” where the voice, the LP liner notes
tell us, issues from the top of a mountain, from which to drive mad a faith-
less prince. And exotica vocalise, while maintaining a pop obedience to
clean intonation, is nevertheless dirtied with growls, chirps, mutters, and
screams. At the beginning of Voice of the Xtabay’s “Tumpa,” Sumac’s voice
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EXAMPLE 1. Final section of “The Ritual,” from Ritual of the Savage/(Le Sacre du
Sauvage) (Capitol, 1951). Reproduced with the permission of
Criterion Music Publishing.
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sounds like Bubber Miley’s plunger-muted trumpet work for the Ellington
orchestra, though once her growls have set the jungle mood her voice settles
into its controlled default timbre. Bas Sheva one-ups Sumac for outré tech-
nique on Baxter’s bizarre The Passions, whose exotic destination was “a
woman’s passions . . . violent, anguished, poignant, ecstatic.”6 “Lust,” a stag
tone poem that shows up exotica’s kinship to off-color “party” records,
comes off as a mix of growls and heavy portamenti that slide on and off
notes whose intonation is nevertheless tightly controlled. 

A list of exotica destinations might include an Arab bazaar, a lost jungle
city, the American mean streets, Atlantis, or the moon. The exotica imagina-
tion is orientalist in Edward Said’s sense, whether or not the places it envi-
sions are literally oriental, or even belong in the real world. They are the
settings for a libidinous fantasy stocked with conventionalized others. The hu-
man objects of orientalist perception are unreasoning, instinctual, indolent,
childish, cruel, sexual—the old colonial hand’s half-wishful inversion of his
own self-understanding. Exotica traffics in the same images. Its cheesecake al-
bum cover art and heated liner note prose conspire to make a kind of ethno-
graphic pulp fiction. Read, for example, the liner note for “The Ritual”: 

Varied ceremonies color the lives of and customs of the African native. Never seen
by the white man . . . many are forbidden but to members of the cult. Here, for the
first time, rhythms and musical sounds of the secret and high orders of native tribes
are used to transform the jungle mat into a colorful stage for the violent emotional
expressions of these mysterious and primitive folk.7

If exotica implied a non-Western other, it likewise implied a listening
subject—the suburban American, whose hi-fi allows him to overhear the rit-
uals of the savages. His technological extensions collapse distance and reveal
secrets.8 The phonograph creates intimacy of a kind, which Baxter’s albums
also withdraw. With their liner-note guides on how to master the full range
of stereo sound, they appeal to the gadget fetish of single young men with
money and encase their musical experience in a carapace of technology.9

They celebrate the primitive while assuring the listener of his modern
lifestyle. Exotica is lounge music, a complement to the dream of bachelor-
hood Hugh Hefner conjures up in the first issue of Playboy: “We like our
apartment. We enjoy mixing up cocktails and an hors d’oeuvre or two,
putting a little mood music on the phonograph, and inviting in a female ac-
quaintance for a quiet discussion on Picasso, Nietzsche, jazz, sex.”10 Nietzsche
and sex, civilization and instinctual life: these are not opposed but comple-
mentary, the one nested in the other. Playboy’s lounge ethos is one in which
instinct is the consolation of civilization, a permitted release. 

The technologized suburbanite who is permitted to spy on native rites is
reconfigured into Ritual of the Savages’ cover art motif of the Westerner
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dropped into a primitive tableau (fig. 1). A well-dressed modern couple is
lost in a private reverie, transported to some inner jungle guarded by the
blind-eyed masks of a forgotten race. The image is a collision of incommen-
surables, like the well-known chance meeting of the umbrella and sewing
machine on the dissecting table.11 The familiar is projected into the strange,
the modern into the archaic, with each element preserving a certain charged
apartness. 

Exotica owes its special flavor to its disjunctions of space and especially
time. Its imaginary geography is warped by a peculiar temporality, the si-
multaneity of the ultramodern moment and the half-forgotten past. From
these disjunctions issue the exotica tropes of ruins and taboo: the pleasure
of ruins is a temporal frisson between the lost past and the modern present,
just as taboo lies in sexual unions across cultural distances mysteriously
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FIGURE 1. Album cover art, Ritual of the Savage (Le Sacre du Sauvage) (Capitol,
1951). Reproduced with the permission of EMI Music. Image courtesy
of the Music Library and Sound Recordings Archives, Bowling Green
State University.
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foreshortened. Exotica is ultramodern even as it makes a fetish of the ar-
chaic. You can have your cake and eat it too, harnessing the powers of moder-
nity to escape from it. The excitement of escape merges with the excitement
of the present moment that permits it. Exotica offers the ground for imag-
ined escape, but it is at the same time the ground under our own feet, the un-
known breaking into the known, appearing suddenly and strangely in its
midst. Unlike jazz, which comes freighted with an ideology of cultural separa-
tion from a mainstream, exotica does not oppose the modern world, but
seeks to customize it and make it available for pleasurable imagining. Jimmy
Van Heusen’s words for “Come Fly With Me,” sung with irrepressible joy by
Frank Sinatra, are the anthem of the modern world made safe for pleasure:

Come fly with me, let’s fly let’s fly away
If you can use some exotic booze
There’s a bar in far Bombay
Come fly with me, we’ll fly we’ll fly away12

Exotica, on this account, is less a genre of music than a class of cultural
objects that share a characteristic projection of the self across boundaries of
space and time. Baxter’s compositions are exotica, but then so too are the
album covers and liner notes that accompany them. (And so are James
Michener’s Tales of the South Pacific, the jungle movie Cobra Woman, and Trader
Vic’s.) The album Ritual of the Savage is a system of representations in which
music plays the main but not exclusive role in creating an ethnographic fic-
tion. At Trader Vic’s, tastes and smells join looks and sounds to do the same
thing. While exotica imagining is not limited to music, nor even to the arts,
neither is it limited to the cold war, nor the twentieth century, nor even
modernity. In the most general sense, it relies on the aestheticization of lives,
whether they be other lives or one’s own. Exotica is the absorption of the
real into the imaginary and the erosion of the boundaries between them. Or,
better, it is whatever makes a spectacle of this process. Exotica is a spectacle
of the real, to be consumed neither as reality nor as pure fantasy, but as some
pleasurable, disquieting union of both. In the third part of this essay, I will
consider how this mode of spectacle not only entrains a certain way of con-
ceptualizing space and time but also demands a particular mode of engage-
ment and belief. Exotica is a more specific thing than exoticism, which
might denote a locale without asking anything more than recognition. Exotica
asks for something more from us: a willed credulity enabled by our submis-
sion to its spectacle. In return it lets us see what we want to see.

One thing this suggests is that cold war pop exotica is the product both of
a specific historical moment and a transhistorical imaginative dynamic. The
postwar fad for everything jungly and Polynesian resulted from particular his-
torical contingencies: American G.I.s returning home from the South Pacific
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brought with them a fantasy of the Orient that, thanks to America’s new post-
war global role, took root in the wider imagination.13 Scholars tend to place
this music within the narrow context of cold war culture: Timothy Taylor
writes of how space-age pop is enmeshed in the masculine “commodity scien-
tism” of cold war discourse, and Rebecca Leydon has argued that exotica, by
offering the image (if not the reality) of a wider space for the experience of
pleasure, compensated for cold war rationalization and narrowing of human
life.14 But I also wish to suggest that exotica is at the same time a way of struc-
turing representations of people and places and a perennial temptation to
paint a picture of the wider world in garish hues. And from this point of view
cold war exotica is simply one event on a much longer timeline—one that
can be traced back through the nineteenth century (the adventure stories of
Karl May, the paintings of Jean-Léon Gérôme, the grand opera of Meyerbeer)
and forward to the radical culture of the sixties. Even after cold war culture
comes under withering attack in the 1960s and radical youth begin to imag-
ine alternatives to it, what they imagine follows the old script, offering up a
spectacle in which the primitive wells up through the broken surface of a
decadent technocracy—in which “underneath this thin skin of City the green
will come back to crack these sidewalks.”15 And the passage from Fight Club
with which I began this essay shows we are not yet done with this trope of rep-
resentation.16

The idea of exotica persisting into the 1960s is counterintuitive, though,
because it was that decade that saw the development of a critique of race,
class, and gender that made Said’s critique of orientalism possible. Thus
Shuhei Hosokawa suggests that cold war exotica cannot be compared to
countercultural “Indianism,” in part because “armchair travelers did not
connect with Indianism in the same way as did the counter-culture since they
were not concerned to discover their ‘true selves’ or to question the material
life they enjoyed.”17 And indeed the goal of self-discovery does mark a differ-
ence between cold war and countercultural kinds of exotica. But those who
seek to “discover their true selves” through exotic music drift back to the
same structures of thought and sentiment as the “armchair travelers,” as we
will see. 

All the same, there were differences between the exotic moods of the
1950s and 1960s. The counterculture could have taken “we are primitives of
an unknown culture” as its slogan, while what had been missing at midcentury
was the countercultural sense of identification and unmediated immersion—
the “we are” part. “In the music of Les Baxter and other postwar pop musi-
cians,” Leydon writes, “the exotic is kept at a distance, confined to its
theatrical arena, but at the same time it beckons, inviting the listener to es-
cape into a fantasy of identification.”18 In the 1950s, those enthralled by exot-
ica representations drew a frame around their encounter with otherness, but
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in the 1960s they sought to step through that frame. As Daniel Bell has ar-
gued, the sensibility of the 1960s intensified a modernist logic ascendant for
the previous century—the drive to eliminate distance between performance
and spectator, representation and life.19 In its utopian phase, the loose al-
liance of New Left and counterculture groups that knew itself as “the Move-
ment” sketched imaginary worlds that might actually be inhabited; granting
“all power to the imagination,” they theorized new social orders sprung from
myth.20 The new America would be a return of an archaic one, incongruously
thrust into a present strung with the neural extensions of electronic media.

The Sixties

As Leydon has written, exotica was a dead language by the late
1960s, its compositional style fundamentally at odds with the demotic ver-
nacular of rock.21 So too was its performative manner. The sound of Arthur
Lyman’s cover of Bob Dylan’s “Blowin’ in the Wind” is dissonant with both
Dylan’s sound and the sensibility within which his sound gained its mean-
ing. Albin Zak notes that in rock, “songs become linked with their recorded
versions to an unprecedented degree, their meaning mediated by specific
performances and sonic settings.”22 And just as Pat Boone’s mid-1950s
cover of “Tutti Frutti” misses both “the sound of Little Richard’s manic
howl” and meaning it conveys, a languid Hawaiian cover of a Dylan protest
song misses the performative marks of rough authenticity, like the flatten-
ing and hardening of Dylan’s vowels and the broken gusts of his harmonica.
The image Dylan projected was of the committed young artist, “confused
and half articulate and anguished in his self-revelation,” as Michael Har-
rington phrased it, raising his cracked voice against a hegemony of the old
and self-deceived.23 If camp is “failed seriousness,” Lyman’s easy-listening
version of “Blowin’ in the Wind” is camp as failed seriousness in reverse—
a failure to honor, or even understand, what Dylan’s listeners took most
seriously.24

In every particular, exotica fills out the historical cliché of an America in
the cultural deep freeze of the cold war. It is film music for daydreams, cast-
ing the Western white male in the adventurer’s role, and in the 1960s day-
dreams began to change. Leslie Fiedler, writing in 1965, understood that a
new sensibility was already upon him. What he and we call postmodern was
also “post-male, post-white, post-heroic”—wised up to the cold war’s mascu-
line fantasies of power and privilege.25 The Movement made for itself a nar-
rative of youthful idealism in a fallen world, and that fallen world was the
cold war culture that nourished exotica. As the Vietnam War ground on, ex-
otica could only start to look sinister as American youths saw their nation’s
soldiers committing war crimes under the swaying palms of their parents’
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oriental fantasies.26 (Somehow it made sense that Trader Vic’s was Richard
Nixon’s favorite restaurant.) Although the Movement placed sex at the cen-
ter of its wider campaign of liberation, it did not approve of exotica’s shiver
of taboo sexuality, which suggested the cold war imperial ego preserving an
anxious separation from the objects of its desires.27 Exotica effortlessly con-
forms to the Movement’s critique of cold war culture as the expression of a
“Western Faustian ego” that conceives the Other as an object to be manipu-
lated, and whose manipulations, and their consequences, remain external to
itself.28

This understanding of cold war culture is the product of a Movement cri-
tique that grafted a countercultural vernacular to its cultivated Marxism and
came to see lines of force extending not only from economy to culture but
also, still more radically, from consciousness to everything else. In Movement
analysis, the consciousness that underwrites hegemony is that of Western,
capitalist, technocratic man, whose mind alienates nature and spirit from it-
self and, in so doing, seeks to dominate whatever it touches.29 If a poisoned
consciousness lay at the root of a sick society, it was consciousness that would
heal it. What was sometimes called “New Consciousness” or “Consciousness
III” was supposed to see things in their organic connectedness—humanity
and nature, man and woman, black and white, producer and consumer, all
embraced in a holistic vision that dissolved the customary boundaries of hi-
erarchy.30 The countercultural imagination conceived of new “tribal” social
forms based on the elimination of distance between persons, both literally,
in the intimacy of communal living, and figuratively, in the elimination of
specialization and caste. History would move “forward through the rearview
mirror,” in Marshall McLuhan’s phrase. 

McLuhan offered the Movement a theory to flesh out its intuitions. In
place of the specialist technology of print, which had enforced linear think-
ing, nationalism, individualism, and other ills of the Western mind, nonspe-
cialist electronic technologies would act as a “tribal drum,” fusing collective
consciousness with its simultaneities and its invitation to “participation in
depth.” McLuhan’s suggestion of a paradoxical, almost science-fictional ap-
pearance of the tribal past in the electrified present became one of the
counterculture’s principal expressive tropes. San Francisco’s 1967 “Human
Be-In” billed itself as a “gathering of the tribes,” but tribes spilling out of a
temporal rift that had opened up somewhere around Golden Gate Park.
Hell’s Angels guarding the power cables were imagined as “something be-
tween the collectiveness of the Centurion Guard and the individuality of the
Samurai.” Hippies were imagined as the reincarnations of extinct Indian
tribes, “seeking the return of this once voluptuous country; regaining the
forests and the great herds to the chanting of mantras.”31 Such descriptions
are marked with exotica’s temporal distortions, hippy as Indian and biker as
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Samurai, X as Y with the features of X recognizable in Y, the familiar in with
the strange. 

While Baxter’s kind of exotica withered in the 1960s, in a larger sense ex-
otica stayed firmly in place; as Terry Eagleton writes, the decade was jammed
with “bogus forms of the primitive and oriental.”32 The Beatles’ quest for en-
lightenment in India became an instant youth-culture cliché, and their al-
bums helped bring sitar, tambura, and tabla into rock’s sonic vocabulary.33

“Underground” newspapers like the San Francisco Oracle were embroidered
with a motley array of Asian and Native American imagery (see fig. 2, the
centerfold from the “Gathering of the Tribes” issue of the Oracle, which has
both). Exotic and primitivist imagery varied according to the tastes of each
countercultural group. Ed Sanders’s Beat-anarchist samizdat Fuck You: A
Magazine of the Arts favored pornotopian renderings of ancient Egyptian mo-
tifs, although as elsewhere the ancient is juxtaposed to the paraphernalia of
the new countercultural moment.34

The idea that Movement youth rejected cold war culture and its imperi-
alist logic is, on reflection, flawed. Whatever their affronts to the culture of
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FIGURE 2. Rick Griffin, “Renaissance or Die,” San Francisco Oracle 5 (Jan. 1967),
reprinted in The San Francisco Oracle Facsimile Edition: The Psychedelic
Newspaper of the Haight-Ashbury, 1966–1968, ed. Allen Cohen (Berkeley,
1991), 100–101. Reprinted with the permission of Griffin Ink. 
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their parents, white middle-class Americans in the 1960s were still projecting
themselves into imaginary worlds where they could revel in instinct and sen-
suality. The difference lay in the intimacy of the imagined relationship, its
degree of distance. In the 1960s, a primitive of an unknown culture is not
only what you dream of; it is what you say you are. The cognitive signature of
exotica remains in place, but repurposed by the demands of a new ideology.
As a consequence, the late 1960s saw a mass youth movement blurring the
line between imagination and society, or, rather, imagining the latter born
out of the former.

The Movement was fired by utopian dreams, variously conceived along an
axis that ran between political and cultural modes of imagining. The political
Left dreamed of an America transformed along the lines of third-world liber-
ation struggles, in which “affinity groups” of revolutionaries fashion “liber-
ated territories” within the body of the republic. The countercultural Left
dreamed of an America transformed by new consciousness. For a short time
in the late 1960s, they dreamed together of an America in which an old revo-
lutionary potential could be roused from centuries-old sleep. What Greil Marcus
would later call the “old, weird America” was not gone, but could make a mys-
terious return, like Sakaki’s “primitives of an unknown culture,” as irruptions
of an old, anarchic, uncivilized self in the aseptic modern world. The Move-
ment did not share the 1950s dream of tropical paradise; they set their sights
instead on a utopia that could be fashioned from odds and ends of American
history reclaimed and twisted into strange new shapes. To the square Ameri-
can myths of Davy Crockett and George Washington the Movement counter-
poised a hip countermyth of America: backwoods, poorly mapped, shadowed,
magic-realist—a preserve of cranky characters and arcane manners. And,
most crucially, it imagined it might live there. 

In “American Classical Music,” a 1969 column for another Bay Area un-
derground paper, Greil Marcus developed an idea of a prelapsarian America
before empire, even before nationhood, still relatively unstained. Marcus ar-
gues that radical subjectivity was what the American revolution promised,
but independence having been won, this promise was betrayed to rational
administration, whose lawmaking sought to imprison freedom in lines of
print.35 With an epigraph from Dylan’s “Tears of Rage,” Marcus implies that
rock, drawing on deep country blues, is the medium for a buried stratum of
American freedom whose last political expression was the Shays Rebellion
and whose political fortunes in the present are left ambiguous. Almost three
decades later, Marcus elaborated this early notion in his book on the “old,
weird America,” a redemptive space of the 1960s countercultural imagina-
tion revisited as a template for musical interpretation. While no longer try-
ing to theorize political spaces for freedom, Marcus believes that Dylan’s
“Basement Tapes” constitute an aesthetic mediation of an America that lies
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behind the official one, as both an alternative history and a hidden spiritual
dimension in the present. “Here is the mystical body of the republic, a kind
of public secret: a declaration of what sort of wishes and fears lie behind any
public act, a declaration of a weird but clearly recognizable America within
the America of the exercise of institutional majoritarian power.”36

This old, weird America—the unknown culture nested in the adminis-
tered one—is everywhere in the images of rock posters and underground
papers. Joel Beck’s poster for a 1968 blues-rock show (fig. 3) is a representa-
tion of an archaic rural America in which multiple frames of temporal, spa-
tial, and cultural reference collide. Outside a shambling, Hobbitty thatched
house crowned with minarets, a cavalier mounted on a dinosaur tips his hat
to a pair of hoop-skirted ladies and a grizzled frontiersman leading an ar-
madillo on a leash; the moon hangs like a balloon over the scene, close
enough to touch. The Oracle’s visual style, meant to trigger an “occult trance
experience communicated across the dimensions of space and time,” juxta-
poses images of the American frontier with those of a sci-fi future, for exam-
ple in its vision of the year 1984, a vision of pastoral ease with UFOs zooming
overhead.37

It is this America from which Captain Beefheart’s 1969 album Trout
Mask Replica hails. While most of this album was recorded in a studio, the
unaccompanied songs “Orange Claw Hammer” and “The Dust Blows For-
ward ’n the Dust Blows Back” were done as “field recordings” at the house
where Beefheart and his band lived.38 Frank Zappa, the album’s producer,
was careful to preserve the clicks of the tape recorder’s pause button, the
ambient room sound of domestic space, and the imperfections of Beef-
heart’s delivery as the contingent traces of his social medium. That
medium is an imaginary locus that stands for and alongside the known
America, but is not identical to it. Trout Mask Replica’s social image is a dou-
ble exposure—a ghosted image of the old weird America superposed on
the photoreal present. When Lester Bangs lauded “Orange Claw Hammer”
for its “pure true American folklore,” he didn’t mean to imply that it is
“true” as ethnography or that it was a transcription of an authentic folk
song.39 It is poetically true, the aesthetic rendering of a social vision, a song
whose affective power “derives from a resonance with myths and memories
deeply buried in America’s past,” as Marcus writes, and so manages to
sound like the folklore of an alternative America that has dropped
through the same space-time rift as the hippies in Golden Gate Park or the
dinosaur in Joel Beck’s poster.40 The lyrics of “Orange Claw Hammer” and
“The Dust Blows Forward ’n the Dust Blows Back” offer loosely connected
sequences of images—pirates, rabbits, cherry phosphates, smokestacks,
chrome, “a lipstick Kleenex” that hangs on a “forked, pointed twig,” a bar-
ber’s sign reading “Painless Parker”—held together by abstract or surreal
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FIGURE 3. Joel Beck, Avalon Ballroom poster, 1968. Reproduced with the
assistance of Phil Howe; http://www.joelbeck.com. 

premises. In this flow of images, the border between the time of present
narrative and myth breaks down. 

In Beefheart’s songs, as in cold war pop exotica, the special tone of cul-
tural alterity is drawn out in performative presence. The flattened vowels
and drawled Rs familiar from Dylan’s kind of singing splinter under the
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force of Beefheart’s intense vocal backpressure, for example in the following
lines from “Orange Claw Hammer”:

I was shanghaied by uh high hat beaver moustache man
’n his pirate friend

Beefheart sings the “hai” from “shanghaied” with such penetrative force the
vowel seems to turn inside-out and the taped sound distorts—a mistake
that, like Thelonious Monk’s split notes or the feedback screech on a Velvet
Underground record, is really no mistake at all, but a trace of social contin-
gency captured, fixed in LP grooves, and drawn into a record’s rhetoric of
authenticity.41 In Trout Mask Replica, a rhetoric of authenticity is also a
rhetoric of orality. At times Beefheart seems to waver in midthought, as if
stitching a song from oral formulas and pausing at the breaks. Beefheart’s
pauses—the effect of which relies on an unnotatable and exact irregularity
of timing—suggest the additive structures of primary orality. “’N his pirate
friend” is added after such a pause, suggesting a song whose outlines are
carried from one performance to another but to which colorful details can
be added as inspiration strikes.

The grain of Beefheart’s voice is coarse and textural, full of the “natural
irregularities” whose “roughness connotes authenticity and virtue,” in David
Brooks’s mocking account of the sensibility that the 1960s young carried
into adult patterns of consumption.42 Beefheart’s textural voice is the appar-
ent opposite of Sumac’s vocal gloss, though Sumac, too, growled and mut-
tered. But one was never to forget that Sumac’s songs were artifices and that
their growls and mutters were only there to adorn virtuoso singing that con-
veyed the exotic without ever quite joining it. Sumac’s altissimo passagework
at the end of “Tumpa” is as much a way of containing and distancing the lis-
tener’s identification with the exotic as liner-note technophilia. It is no sur-
prise that Walter Winchell spread the false rumor that Yma Sumac was a
Brooklyn housewife named Amy Camus, or that people were prepared to be-
lieve it. On the other hand, Beefheart’s true origins were beside the point.
Whatever the prosaic details of his upbringing, one understood his true
country lay elsewhere. 

Belief

But what was that true country, if not Lancaster, California, where
Beefheart grew up as Don Vliet? And what did it mean to understand that
these dull facts of biography were somehow less real than the unknown cul-
ture Beefheart created and in which he and his band members lived? Trout
Mask Replica raises questions that map onto the Movement’s utopian phase,
when the bohemian’s traditional prerogatives of self-invention could be
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practiced on a social scale. At such a moment, writes Philip Deloria, one
could become “an actor in a world in which questioning the common sense
of everyday life was bidding to become the common sense of everyday life.”43

In the communes that were the laboratories of this transformation, reality
itself was open to reinvention, and the fantasy worlds of Oracle illustrations
and psychedelic rock records overspilled their bounds. In this spirit John
Sinclair founded a “White Panther Party” (WPP) that imagined itself an au-
tonomous tribal nation formed in the midst of a dying “Amerika,” ready for
armed showdown with the state but spreading the Revolution through sex,
drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll.44 But did Sinclair really think of the WPP as a na-
tion and himself as its “Minister of Information”? Did he really believe that
the Revolution was imminent, and that the WPP platform of “rock and roll,
dope, and fucking in the streets” would make it happen?45 When a group of
kids at Palo Alto High School (!) formed their own WPP tribe to “build and
defend an alternative life-culture to oppose the honko-amerikan death-cul-
ture,” did this image present itself to their minds as a realistic self-description,
a metaphor, or a put-on?46 And what did their parents think? The Onion’s
joke news story about a more violent and ill-fated group, the Symbionese
Liberation Army (“U.S. Severs Ties With Symbionia Following Patty Hearst
Kidnapping”) plays on the absurdity implicit in this kind of self-characteri-
zation.47 The small sad band of Left extremists who died in a Los Angeles
house fire might have thought of themselves as the vanguard army of the
Revolution, but this remained a self-understanding, apparently undented
by the outside world’s refusal to see them as anything more than hippy
troublemakers.

Trout Mask Replica’s pastoral fantasy implicates those who acted it out,
and they in turn raise questions of belief: what they believe, what we are
meant to believe, and what intermediate shades between belief and disbelief
are introduced when life becomes the object of spectacle. Reading mani-
festos in underground papers, we are confronted by something of the same
interpretive problem we encounter when we read the liner notes for one of
Les Baxter’s exotica albums, and for a similar reason. Exotica and the 1960s
counterculture make a spectacle of the real and, in so doing, come to share
a vague boundary between the real and the imagined. To ask questions of
exotica is not only to think about music but also to ponder more broadly our
capacity for exotica imagining, for offering up other cultures as items of
coarse delectation and making spectacle out of other lives, and for consum-
ing the resulting hybrid of fantasy and ethnography as a certain kind of
truth. 

Exactly what kind of truth exotica claims is not really clear, though its af-
front to our own desire for authenticity is clear enough. For exotica is obvi-
ously, flamboyantly inauthentic, impossible to take seriously. It is the condition
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of art at its most reprobate. All that Plato said about poets is truest of exotica,
which promises authentic experience (behold the jungle rites!) and offers
only a counterfeit. And yet exotica is interesting just because it lies so close
to the world and does not disavow its connection to it. It does not shield itself
with the unspoken compact that exists between the novel and its readers—
that however much the events narrated could be true, they aren’t, and ought
not to be judged on the basis of literal truth or falsity. When contemporary
fiction takes this compact to its furthest extreme it is understood to have no
connection to any reality outside itself. Exotica, on the other hand, adver-
tises a real connection to a world that may not actually exist. Exotica makes
extravagant and dubious claims for ethnographic representation with a
straight face, and so throws down the gauntlet to interpretation. 

Leydon rightly notes that “the exotic embodies deep-seated contradic-
tions and ambivalences: it is experienced as a self-conscious escapist fantasy
but it is also a ‘collection of knowledges’ regarded as authoritative and natu-
ral.”48 For all their obvious fakery, exotica albums still somehow need to
boast of their realness. The liner notes for Voice of the Xtabay tell a preposter-
ous story of a native revolt narrowly avoided after government officials took
Sumac—whom the natives worshipped as “the bird who became a woman” and
“the voice of the earthquake”—from her mountain fastness. Baxter is credited
for “his capacity to retain the essential spirit of the native music in all its
thrilling authenticity” as he weaves together “fragments of traditional themes,
native chants,” and—what else?—“forbidden ritual.”49 The liner notes for
Baxter’s 1959 Jungle Jazz claim a vague ethnomusicological authority, telling
us that while an earlier album “echoed the basic ceremonial and message
patterns of tribes throughout Africa,” now “Les here ventures forth again . . .
this time on a musical exploration into the wilds of South and Central Amer-
ica.”50 The encounter is one in which (what else?) “the timeless meets the
modern.” 

One of Jungle Jazz’s tracks is “Blue Jungle,” whose polarization of a walk-
ing bass and Plas Johnson’s hipsterish saxophone forms an ideal jazz texture,
the immediately and universally legible sign for “jazz.” This same textural
sign (a horn and walking bass bookending a hollow moody silence) was de-
ployed in cues for 1950s television crime shows like 77 Sunset Strip, for exam-
ple in the “Caper at the Coffee House” cue, which fills the musical image out
with finger snaps. And the image retains its force in the “red room” dream
sequence of David Lynch’s television series Twin Peaks, where, as before, the
schematized texture (again with finger snaps) is not so much jazz as an audi-
tory sign of jazz. 

Reading these liner notes and hearing this music, we encounter some-
thing of the same problem we might face at a professional wrestling match.
Is this for real? Are we to believe that “Blue Jungle” is the music of the South
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American Indian pictured on the album cover (fig. 4)? Not really any more
than we believe that the Iron Sheik is a real sheik, or that the ref was dis-
tracted when Sgt. Slaughter got hit with a folding chair. And yet the audi-
ence takes pleasure in believing it, or rather “believing or disbelieving in
what it sees at the same time,” as Sharon Mazer writes. “[Wrestling audi-
ences] don’t so much suspend disbelief as they sustain it while looking for
moments in which to believe. They look to see the fake and to see through
the fake to the real.”51 The bargain exotica makes with its audience is not vi-
olated by ethnographic inauthenticity, just as the kind of excitement fans
find in wrestling is different from that generated by an unscripted sporting
contest. To complain that pro wrestling is fake, or that exotica is inauthentic,
is to miss the point. In either case, we might say, like Roland Barthes, that
“the public is completely uninterested in knowing whether the contest is
rigged or not, and rightly so; it abandons itself to the primary virtue of the
spectacle, which is to abolish all motives and all consequences: what matters
is not what it thinks but what it sees.”52
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FIGURE 4. Album cover art, Jungle Jazz (Capitol, 1959). Reproduced with the
permission of EMI Music. Image courtesy of the Music Library and
Sound Recordings Archives, Bowling Green State University.
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In the spectacle, signs stand forth triumphant in place of motives and
consequences. Seeing is believing; the sign is the “mainspring of the Specta-
cle,” and its banality is the best possible reason for believing it.53 Barthes
writes with wry amusement about a Hollywood Roman epic, in which the
fringe of hair that automatically adorns every head is the sign of Romanness.
It doesn’t matter that the American physiognomy of the film’s actors gives
the lie to the film’s pretense of historical representation. The sign, that little
fringe of hair, compels all necessary belief: “the frontal lock overwhelms one
with evidence, no one can doubt that he is in Ancient Rome.” This is the sort
of sign that is meant to be confused with what is signified and it works its ob-
scure magic through that confusion. And this, for Barthes, is “reprehensible
and deceitful,” a bourgeois sham. For Barthes, it is better that signs act as
symbols of an evanescent moment rather than as concepts, or else that signs
behave as they do in Noh drama, as abstract traces of referent, their physical
contingencies stripped away and their content crystallized in stylized forms.
The tonsorial fringe, though, is a degenerate hybrid, neither “simple reality”
nor “total artifice” but rather a queasy blend of both, artifice with preten-
sions to reality. Neither realistic nor abstract, this bastard sign turns reality
into the reflected image of the bourgeoisie while erasing the traces of its
own artifice. 

Barthes presumes that the bastard sign does its ideological work in se-
cret, imprinting itself on the pliant minds of the bourgeoisie; his task is
therefore to throw a light on its actions and reveal its lie. But Jack Smith’s
1962 Film Culture article “The Perfect Filmic Appositeness of Maria Montez”
suggests, like Homer Simpson, that it takes two to lie: one to lie and one to
listen.54 Smith’s article is a manifesto for Maria Montez, an exotic screen
siren quickly forgotten after her career peaked in the mid-1940s, but more
generally it is a manifesto for an appreciation of beauty enabled by belief.
The proper reception of Montez’s films, Smith writes, is one of controlled
credulity and willing participation. Smith insists on the sincerity of Montez’s
imagination. And he insists that we need to share that sincerity if the “magic”
of her corny jungle movies is to work on us. The audience must become a
“participant in its own delusion,” to use a phrase Heather Hadlock has used
in speaking of nineteenth-century operatic spectacle.55 In her mind, Montez
was the Cobra Woman, and, if we believe in her, we get to see the Cobra
Woman. (Not Maria Montez as the Cobra Woman—the Cobra Woman.)
“Those who could believe, did. Those who saw the World’s Worst Actress just
couldn’t, and they missed the magic. Too bad—their loss. Their magic comes
from the most inevitable execution of the conventional pattern of acting.”56

“The most inevitable execution of the conventional pattern of acting” is an-
other way of describing Barthes’s bastard sign. Montez’s “atrocious acting
sighs” constitute the performative version of the tonsorial fringe or the cop
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show polarization of bass and horn—conventional visual and musical signs
that gain power from their very inevitability. Magic is a significant word in
Smith’s manifesto: magic in film is the spell cast by a visual medium through
the fullness of the “spectacular, flaming image.” It is our abject submission to
the image—or, as J. Hoberman has it, the Image—that permits this magic.57

The beauty of a movie like Cobra Woman flames in the eye of the viewer who
believes. To those of us who have given our belief to Montez, she in return
gives a momentary reordering of the world, a lapse in reason, literal ecstasy:
we are beside ourselves.

This quality of being beside oneself, of dividing one’s consciousness
between the dull truth one knows and the exciting fiction one chooses to
believe, is oddly hard to theorize.58 Surely something is true or it isn’t, and
one either knows the truth or one doesn’t. The philosopher Max Black, in
his essay “The Prevalence of Humbug,” puts the question very clearly:

How can one hide one’s own disbelief in an intended act of private deception? Is it
not absurd to say to oneself, “I don’t believe such-and-such and yet I am going to
believe it?” One cannot be an authority for oneself, and nothing that I know that I
disbelieve can be a reason for me to believe it. And how can I fail to know my own
disbelief?59

From this point of view, then, self-delusion is logically impossible. Black goes
on to note, though, that this “impossibility argument” relies on two false as-
sumptions: that one must always know one’s own belief, and that belief and
disbelief are stark opposites that admit no intermediate positions. Self-
deception arises from obscure mental operations by which we hide our be-
liefs from ourselves, and by which belief itself becomes blurred at the edges.

I have suggested how self-delusion of this sort is necessary to certain
kinds of spectacle, and Black suggests two examples from everyday life: a
woman is shown proof that her son has been killed in battle and yet clings
to the belief that he is still alive, and a man goes to the doctor and hears
only what reassures him. Eric Hobsbawm describes how similar forms of
self-delusion, which he calls “impossibilism,” can form the basis of revolu-
tionary social movements, particularly millenarian cults. According to Hobs-
bawm, “primitive revolutionaries” like the nineteenth-century Tuscan
Lazzarettists were marked not only by their inarticulateness and their igno-
rance of theory (or even the very concept of dressing their grievances in the-
oretical clothing) but also by certain well-defined features of belief: 

[Primitive revolutionaries] are not makers of revolution. They expect it to make it-
self, by divine revelation, by an announcement from on high, by a miracle—they
expect it to happen somehow. The part of the people before the change is to
gather together, to prepare itself, to watch the signs of the coming doom, to listen
to the prophets who predict the coming of the great day.60
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This passage fairly well describes the millenarian revolutionary style of the
Movement, but with the obvious difference that countercultural millenari-
ans were educated. Of them it cannot be said, as Hobsbawm says of primi-
tive revolutionaries, that it is “a historical accident that [they] found
themselves living in the 19th and 20th instead of the 14th century.” Hippies
did not belong to holdout pockets of feudal illiteracy hidden away in re-
mote mountain villages. They were students fed a diet of avant-garde social
theory at the great “multiversities” of Ann Arbor, Berkeley, and Austin—
monuments of cold war technocracy in the world’s richest and most power-
ful nation. Indeed, the spectacle of primitivist irrationalism cultivated at the
heart of such institutions carried an exotica savor that should by now be fa-
miliar. What Hobsbawm calls “impossibilism” was, for the Movement youth,
a self-conscious style, although the self-consciousness was divided in some-
thing of the same complicated way I have described. One countercultural
publication from 1968 describes the educated young as the “Children of
Change” and muses on the way their chosen style of self-expression was
drawn from the old westerns they had grown up watching on TV:

In their symbolism; i.e., their hair and dress styles; in their art and drama and mu-
sic, the Children of Change chose the only roles they could relate to—the cowboy
and Indian horse operas of TV and the Old West. Long hair on men, beards,
leather jackets, cowboy boots, beads, head bands, bare feet, fringe; even the starkly
primitive frontier life re-enacted in youth communes. The style is ersatz Western.
Motorcycles became the surrogate for the cowpoke’s horse, and portable transis-
tors, turned loud on rock, the pistol of the lone gunman. Both were intended to
provoke The Establishment. Both do.

(It is true that some of The Children of Change chose other imagery—out of
the gangster era on film and TV [as in “Bonny and Clyde”]—and some East Indian
motifs—but by and large the style is TV West, and it is a put-on, and they know it.)61

It was a put-on, and they knew it: but they lived it, watched themselves on
TV doing it, and this gave it a certain substance and reality. The electronic
media permit the consumption of irrationality as Image; the spectacle of
impossible belief, electronically reproduced and broadcast, substitutes for
the integrity of the belief itself. 

Ray Mungo, cofounder of the Liberation News Service (which supplied
stories to the underground press), became estranged from the Movement in
the 1970s and suggested in hindsight that “most of us in Washington didn’t
really believe in ‘The Revolution’ to come . . . or else we acted like the revo-
lution was then and there; we tried to enjoy life as much as possible, took
acid trips, went to the movies, and supported people because they were fun
or well-intentioned or in need.”62 When you act as if the Revolution is at
hand you do not take a stand on whether the Revolution really is at hand,
any more than someone participating in exotica’s aesthetic bargain takes a
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stand on whether Ritual of the Savage is authentic African music. In either
case you engage instead in a practice of thought within which you can act on
these beliefs without explicitly engaging them as true or untrue things. You
might suspect, in some corner of your mind, that the Revolution will never
arrive in its advertised form or that the tribal drums on Ritual of the Savage
are being played by session pros in a Hollywood studio, but there is nothing
about your experience that demands you think about such things or take a
stand on them. Your experience is aesthetic, and the demands of an aes-
thetic experience are not the demands of truth. 

To readers of Harry Frankfurt’s unlikely bestseller On Bullshit, this all
sounds familiar. Frankfurt’s understanding of bullshit is clearly relevant to ex-
otica’s peculiar truth-claims. “The bullshitter may not deceive us, or even in-
tend to do so, either about the facts or about what he takes the facts to be,”
Frankfurt writes: “What he does necessarily attempt to deceive us about is his
enterprise. His only indispensably distinctive characteristic is that in a certain
way he misrepresents what he is up to.”63 On the question of what the bull-
shitter is up to, Frankfurt writes that he “does not care whether the things he
says describe reality correctly. He just picks them up, or makes them up, to
suit his purpose.” Frankfurt says at the beginning of his essay that he is not in-
terested in those purposes, but this essay has suggested one: the aesthetic cre-
ation and presentation of human identity.64

Taboo

Those whose patience is routinely abused by advertisers and
politicians will feel an instinctive revulsion to bullshit. Perhaps this accounts
for the resistance I sometimes encounter when I read papers on exotica—
complaints that it is orientalist, that it is irresponsible, that it is trash. (“Do
you really like that music?”) Exotica both represents taboo and enacts it. Ex-
otica is not only an enemy of cultural sensitivity, political common sense,
and good taste: it is the enemy of reason itself, and this is a serious taboo in-
deed. Walter Benjamin equated the aestheticization of politics with fascism,
and Paul Berman likewise argues that the indeterminate boundary between
politics and the aestheticized self results in a “fantasy role-playing” that en-
ables totalitarian movements.65 Exotica has us dreaming with our eyes
open, while the critical temper tells us to wake up and see the world as it is.
Guy Debord’s Society of the Spectacle (and its considerable intellectual follow-
ing) sees the Image as the principle by which the degraded world operates,
and the demystification of images as the true revolutionary action of our
time.66 To argue that there is something to be said for mystification is to vio-
late a certain sense of social progress. Dreaming is purposeless, unsocial, re-
gressive, quiescent. It doesn’t do anything, and we want art to do some kind
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of “cultural work” other than making us feel good. Exotica isn’t working; it’s
sipping a Mai Tai at the edge of the pool. 

The Image always sells out. It has no loyalty to any truth except what it
can manufacture, and it manufactures truths to the customer’s order.
Barthes loathed the bastard sign he associated with jungle movies and histor-
ical spectacles because, he thought, it is such an especially bourgeois kind of
sign. The consumption it demands is that of the bourgeois who, uninter-
ested in the truth of things outside himself, goes into the world looking for
his own reflection.67 What Barthes wants is for signs to state their intentions,
so to speak, for real and material relations to be laid bare. And so do we, but
exotica is always slipping in between us and our good intentions. It aggra-
vates the chronic anxiety that haunts all discussions of “world music”—that
there may be no way to define any stable distinction between good engage-
ment with the ethnic Other and a bad exoticism.68 However much we care
about the authenticity of the world music we choose to buy, it might in the
end just be all about us, and any show of respect for the Other can end up as
mere window-dressing for a reinscribed exoticism. 

Exotica is the music of the intellectual’s bad conscience. The question
“do you really like this music?” hides the demand that it be disavowed.69 To
write or speak about exotica, you must first squirt a little verbal disinfectant
on it: this is “mere” exoticism, “flagrant” exoticism, and so on to the obliga-
tory exposition of postcolonial theory. You must establish the proper dis-
tance from the exotic; once you are in no danger of dirtying yourself with it,
you can proceed. But you cannot earnestly like this music, because, as Smith
tartly noted, to enjoy such pleasures “would be to turn on to moldiness,
Glamorous Rapture, schizophrenic delight, hopeless naïveté, and glittering
technicolored trash!”70 And to do that would be to betray your privilege as
an intellectual. To say, as Barthes does, that exotica spectacle is bourgeois is
simply another way of saying it is vulgar, beneath the sensibilities of the intel-
lectual critic. It is to manage the trick of announcing solidarity with the
working class while harboring an educated resentment against those for
whom the spectacular flaming image is enough: people who enjoy Meyer-
beer instead of Wagner, exotica instead of jazz, Cobra Woman instead of Sun-
set Boulevard, pro wrestling instead of anything else. Exotica is art at its least
artful and most artificial. It is there to satisfy the hunger for spectacle, not
ideas: Image is all it has. What Jane Feuer said about movie musicals goes
double for exotica: “peel away the tinsel and you find the real tinsel under-
neath.”71 And those of us who work within an economy of ideas will never be
satisfied with the tinsel. For Feuer, the challenge of the movie musical was
how to claim it for interpretation, to perform an alchemical transmutation
of tinsel into gold, or images into meanings, meanings that can be taken to
the bank.
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This has not changed, for all postmodernism’s ostensive liberation from
questions of high and low. We can write papers about game shows or pornog-
raphy or whatever else we like, but in ways that make them occasions for read-
ings of culture that will open some new portal to meaning—race meaning,
gender meaning, class meaning. This isn’t the kind of reading that Smith un-
derstood as that which exotic spectacle demands. Smith wants to reclaim its
faded, “moldy” beauty through passionate identification. Strange as it sounds
to quote an Old Testament prophet in writing about the godfather of radical
queer performance art, Smith’s hermeneutic stance is Isaiah’s: if you do not
believe, you will not understand. Exotica aesthetics assume a certain kind of
belief and participation, and when intellectuals handle this music with the
hermeneutic equivalent of tongs and a HAZMAT suit they are in a sense not
hearing it at all. The moment we insist on the interpretive priority of colonial-
ism and commodification, fun time’s over. The music’s pleasures fade away—
we cannot feel them anymore, or allow ourselves to feel them—and, when
the point of the music is to make the world safe for pleasure, the music itself
disappears, leaving only a few faded signs behind. 

At the end of his manifesto, Smith writes:

I finish this article—a friend, David Gurin, came to tell me “I came to tell you,
tonight I saw a young man in the street with a plastic rose in his mouth declaiming—
I am Maria Montez, I am M.M.” A nutty manifestation, true—but in some way a true
statement. Some way we must come to understand that person.72

The critical sensibility, policing the border between real and imaginary that
exotica keeps trying to erase, does not understand that person. In our
hermeneutic regime, the young man with the plastic rose remains forever
outside on the street, his devotion unnoticed or pitied. This essay has tried
to suggest a hermeneutics within which he can make some kind of sense—a
critical practice that would trust the material fullness of images, musical
and otherwise, and would not begin by insisting that we disavow them or
see them as epiphenomena of some more real, less naive meaning. To this
hermeneutics belongs the epigram Susan Sontag chose for her essay
“Against Interpretation”: “It is only shallow people who do not judge by ap-
pearances. The mystery of the world is the visible, not the invisible.”73
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